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This article investigates an important but understudied phenomenon: the bureaucratic class division,
which is analysed as a difference technology for envisioning, studying and managing the population. I
examine a long-lived and widely spread taxonomy of the Swedish population into three social groups
(Socialgrupper). Specifically, I look at how it influenced the production of statistics and knowledge
about the voter during the first half of the twentieth century and higher education in the post-war welfare
state era. The article understands the effects of the taxonomy as a ‘scientisation of the social’, using Lutz
Raphael’s term, in which fuzzy conceptual class boundaries were turned into exact classification, making it
possible for different actors to act and calculate through them. The division was at the same time contested
among social scientists and politicians. However, because of lack of alternatives and because it was well
established, actors continued using it.

During the twentieth century, a number of actors and institutions across the global north set out to
develop hierarchical social taxonomies of their national populations. This article investigates a
long-lived taxonomy of the Swedish population into three social groups (Socialgrupper), which
was devised around 1900 but soon travelled and became productive in a plethora of other contexts.
It grouped those with a higher degree, civil servants, businesspeople and landowners in ‘social-
grupp I’, farmers, lower civil servants and craftsmen in ‘socialgrupp II’, and workers of other
kinds in ‘socialgrupp III’. My study connects statisticians, social scientists and politicians, all
using the taxonomy for their own ends, to show the versatility and mobile nature of bureaucratic
division during the twentieth century. I follow the taxonomy from social scientific attempts in pre-
democratic Sweden to make hierarchy visible to its place as a welfare tool within post-war Social
Democratic Sweden. To do this, I have chosen to look at how the division came about, how the
taxonomy was used by the Central Bureau of Statistics (Statistiska Centralbyrån; SCB) and
political parties alike to create knowledge about voters in the first half of the twentieth century,
and, lastly, its place in envisioning and managing higher education in the post-war period.1

This widespread use of the division would lead to a point where many Swedes described
society through social group terms.2 The division has ‘broken through so completely,
that many seem to be inclined to take it more or less for granted that it makes sense to divide
. . . the contemporary Swedish population into the social groups 1, 2 and 3’, wrote the SCB in
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1 The empirical material has previously been discussed in my Swedish articles ‘Klassriket: Klasskunskaper i den svenska
partipolitiska sfären, 1911–1940’, Historisk tidskrift, 142, 2 (2022) and ‘Klass i begåvningsreservens tidevarv:
Taxonomiska konflikter inom och genom svensk utbildningsforskning, ca 1945–1960’, Nordic Journal of Educational
History, 8, 1 (2021).

2 See, for example, a survey in a Swedish workplace in the 1970s where a majority answered using social group terms when
asked to describe the social structure: Richard Scase, ‘Hur industriarbetare i Sverige och England ser på makten i
samhället’, Sociologisk forskning, 13, 1 (1976), 16.
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the 1960s.3 Although losing popularity among social scientists and other types of experts in the
latter part of the twentieth century, the division lives on within the cultural imagination. For
example, since the 1980s a popular fans’ chant at the football club Hammarby goes ‘Alléz!
Alléz! Socialgrupp tre!’, in which the supporters classify themselves as pariahs of society.4

Remarkably few have written about social taxonomies as historical phenomena. Several historians
have studied ideas of social class in the social sciences.5 Simon Szreter and Margo Anderson have done
interesting work outlining genealogies of British and American social taxonomy within statistical bur-
eaus, ordering the population into, respectively, five and six classes based on social standing, con-
structed to address specific national concerns like fears of working-class fertility rates overtaking
the higher classes in Britain. Szreter and Anderson both note how the divisions eventually became
like ‘second nature’ for how social scientists understood the social structure of their countries, but
without these historians studying how this wider circulation happened and to what effect.6 We also
know of particular social taxonomies being created within official statistics in France and Norway.7

What is similar to the Swedish case is how these bureaucratic class taxonomies did not arise out of
theoretical engagements with who are usually placed as the important figures in the history of class
thinking, such as Marx or Weber, but were created by civil servants without much discussion of
their design.8 They make up a forgotten but influential lineage.

The circulation and effects of the human sciences have recently been analysed as a ‘scientisation of
the social’, a term coined by the German historian Lutz Raphael. With this, he means the intended and
unintended effects of the presence of experts and expertise from the human sciences within society.
The perspective is useful as it highlights the human sciences as productive forces within different con-
texts, shaping how people and institutions make meaning and act on phenomena by offering concepts,
trained experts and techniques like statistical calculation, classifying and counselling. As Raphael has
proposed, one way to study scientisation is through the focus on specific technologies.9 In Sweden in

3 SCB, Sociala grupper i svensk statistik: Ett förslag framlagt av en av Statistiska centralbyrån tillsatt arbetsgrupp (Stockholm:
Statistiska Centralbyrån, 1967), 3.

4 Billy Rimgard and Robban Ljung, Alléz! Alléz! Socialgrupp tre! (Stockholm: Sigma, 2011), 77.
5 See Eileen Janes Yeo, The Contest for Social Science: Relations and Representations of Gender and Class (London: Rivers
Oram, 1996); John S. Gilkeson, Anthropologists and the Rediscovery of America, 1886–1965 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2010); Mike Savage, Identities and Social Change in Britain since 1940: The Politics of Method
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010); Eva Barlösius, ‘Bilder der US-amerikanischen und der deutschen
Sozialstruktur’, in Christiane Reinecke and Thomas Mergel, eds., Das Soziale ordnen: Sozialwissenschaften und gesellschaf-
tliche Ungleichheit im 20. Jahrhundert (Frankfurt am Main: Campus, 2012); Chris Renwick, ‘Eugenics, Population
Research, and Social Mobility Studies in Early and Mid-Twentieth-Century Britain’, The Historical Journal, 59, 3
(2016), 845–67; Jon Lawrence, ‘Social-Science Encounters and the Negotiation of Difference in early 1960s England’,
History Workshop Journal, 77, 1 (2014), 215–39.

6 Margo Anderson, ‘Occupational Classification in the United States Census: 1870–1940’, Journal of Interdisciplinary
History, 9, 1 (1987), 123; Simon Szreter, ‘The Genesis of the Registrar-General’s Social Classification of Occupations’,
The British Journal of Sociology, 35, 4 (1984), 522–46.

7 Simon Szreter, ‘The Official Representation of Social Classes in Britain, the United States, and France: The Professional
Model and “Les Cadres”’, Comparative Studies in Society and History, 35, 2 (1993). For a short discussion of a social tax-
onomy within official statistics in France, see Luc Boltanski and Ève Chiapello, The New Spirit of Capitalism (London:
Verso, 2005), 296–301; Einar Lie, ‘Socio-Economic Categories in Norwegian Censuses up to about 1960’, in J. Carling,
ed., Nordic Demography: Trends and Differentials. Scandinavian Population Studies (Oslo: Unipub Forlag, Nordic
Demographic Society, 2002).

8 Sociologist Rosemary Crompton calls these class taxonomies within official statistics descriptive and non-theoretical; see
Class and Stratification (Cambridge: Polity, 2008).

9 Lutz Raphael, ‘Embedding the Human and Social Sciences in Western Societies, 1880–1980: Reflections on Trends and
Methods of Current Research’, in Benjamin Ziemann, Richard Wetzell, Dirk Schumann and Kerstin Brückweh, eds.,
Engineering Society: The Role of the Human and Social Sciences in Modern Societies, 1880–1980 (Basingstoke: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2012). See also the other contributions of the anthology along with Wim de Jong and Harm Kaal,
‘Mapping the Demos: The Scientisation of the Political, Electoral Research and Dutch Political Parties, c. 1900–1980’,
Contemporary European History, 26, 1 (2017), 111–38.
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particular, the Social Democratic politicians and social scientists Alva and Gunnar Myrdal have been
seen as embodying a spirit of social engineering. Through them and other experts, the Social
Democratic Party reorganised Swedish society from the 1930s onwards, enacting welfare reforms
but also darker biopolitical tendencies such as forced sterilisation.10 However, investigations into social
taxonomies are absent from the scientisation and the social engineering research fields, an omission
this article seeks to address. I show how Social Democratic social engineering was connected to earlier
population knowledge. It is not just a lineage of ideas but also the continuous use of the same tech-
nology to envision and manage society. Importantly, these usages of the social group division can be
understood as a scientisation of class and social belonging in twentieth century Sweden. Class bound-
aries went from fuzzy to solid and exact as the social group division enumerated and classified the
Swedish population.

My article studies social taxonomies in use – what they do and what they engender when put
into different practices and contexts.11 The analytical concept of difference technology captures the
active work social taxonomies perform in the making of communities when actors
structure empirical material through its classifications. I have developed the concept from the
term ‘social technology’, which has been understood as tools to intervene in the social, such as
social insurance schemes, scenario-thinking or urban planning.12 My use of difference technology
posits it not only as a technology to envision and study a given population, but also one to manage
and intervene in society. Difference technologies quantify and standardise concepts into
precise classifications, bringing them together in a taxonomic order that relates them to each
other. They enable statistical production and overview of populations, establishing one way
of understanding society out of many possible ways. Social taxonomies reproduce conceptualisa-
tions of a particular social structure, its hierarchies, boundaries and communities, while at the
same time constructing new knowledge when used, often in the form of statistical differences
between the classifications. They work through a meeting between taxonomy and the empirical
material.13

The choice of looking at voter knowledge in the first half of the twentieth century and higher edu-
cation in the post-war period has been made for several reasons. Firstly, this is where the social group
division was especially present. It was first used within election statistics, and therefore it was close at
hand for the political parties to be influenced by it in their conceptualisations of the voters. Later, from
the 1940s and onwards, educational research and state commissions would take up the taxonomy in
their studies of and policy proposals for an expanding sector of higher education. Secondly, it makes it
possible to examine the taxonomy over time – from its beginnings in pre-democratic Sweden to the
post-war welfare society – as well as to compare different actors’ ways of creating knowledge through

10 See, for example, Yvonne Hirdman, Att lägga livet tillrätta: Studier i svensk folkhemspolitik (Stockholm: Carlsson, 1989);
Thomas Etzemüller, ed., Die Ordnung der Moderne: Social Engineering im 20. Jahrhundert (Bielefeld: Transcript, 2009);
Thomas Etzemüller, Alva and Gunnar Myrdal: Social Engineering in the Modern World (Lanham: Lexington Books,
2014); Maarten Derksen, Histories of Human Engineering: Tact and Technology (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2017).

11 See a similar argument in the study of plant taxonomies: Helen Anne Curry, ‘Taxonomy, Race Science, and Mexican
Maize’, ISIS, 112, 3 (2021), 1–21. For a general discussion on classification systems and their intended and unintended
consequences, see Geoffrey C. Bowker and Susan Leigh Star, Sorting Things Out: Classification and its Consequences
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1999).

12 David G. Horn, Social Bodies: Science, Reproduction, and Italian Modernity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994),
3. Social technology as a concept has its roots in early twentieth-century progressives looking for techniques for changing
society. See John M. Jordan, Machine-Age Ideology: Social Engineering and American Liberalism, 1911–1939 (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1994). It was later used in the Cold War in futurology. See Jenny Andersson, The
Future of the World: Futurology, Futurists, and the Struggle for the Post Cold War Imagination (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2018), 77–8.

13 I draw here on insights from the history of economic models. Mary S. Morgan understands models as working tools for
economists to create new knowledge: The World in the Model: How Economists Work and Think (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2012).
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it. The article therefore combines different types of sources: debates in Social Democratic, Liberal and
Conservative journals spanning 1911 to 197014; the political parties’ election campaign material from
1911 to 194015; educational research and state commissions on higher education covering 1945 to
197016; as well as press material from the large newspapers, which I have searched through keywords
in the digitised database created by the National Library of Sweden.17 Overall, I have looked at what is
communicated outwards – what is public knowledge, using Andreas W. Daum’s term – about the
social structure of Sweden.18 Left out, for example, are debates within the parliament, a task for future
research. The analysis will firstly explore how the taxonomy came about, then move on to how it
became effective in knowledge production about voters and higher education. Through this, I will
also try to answer why the division remained in use for so long, even though mounting criticism
was directed at it.

Taxonomic Origin and Order

To understand the social group division we need to go back to the late nineteenth and early twen-
tieth centuries. At the time, Sweden was one of the most unequal societies in Europe, although the
labour movement – the Swedish Social Democratic Party (Sveriges Socialdemokratiska
Arbetareparti, SAP, founded 1889) and the workers’ unions – was gathering momentum, threaten-
ing the old landed and industrial elites.19 What can we from the upper class do to ‘exorcise
the storm’ that is raging across Western civilisation, asked the conservative politician and profes-
sor in political science and statistics Pontus Fahlbeck in one of the first scientific publications on
class in Sweden, Estate and Class (Stånd och klass, 1892). The answer was a new taxonomy.20 The
example of Fahlbeck, following people like David Ricardo and Karl Marx in making class an object
for theoretical and empirical consideration, shows how the formation of class language was a pol-
itical project and a scientific endeavour intertwined21 – not just for socialists, but also for conser-
vatives and liberals as well as state actors, who all grappled with the ontology and epistemology of
class as a new demarcation of society. People from all political leanings around the turn of the
century in Sweden used class terms.22 Within the Swedish government’s substantial report on
migration (Emigrationsutredningen, 1906–13), for example, social scientists discussed class as
an important factor in understanding Swedes’ choice to leave for America.23 Fahlbeck’s thinking,
however, proved to be influential in the Central Bureau of Statistics’ design of the social group
division, and that is why I have chosen to focus on him in the section below.

14 These are Tiden (1911–70), Svensk tidskrift (1911–70), Allmänna valmansförbundets månadsblad (1915–20),
Medborgaren (1920–45), De frisinnade (1923–34), Det nya riket (1907–28), Liberal debatt (1948–74), Libertas (1941–
70), Svensk linje (1942–72), Samtid och framtid (1945–64), Obs! (1944–55).

15 These are found in the Ephemera collections of the National Library of Sweden, covering Sveriges Arbetarparti, De frisin-
nade and Allmänna Valmansförbundet.

16 These are the social scientific journals Statsvetenskaplig Tidskrift (1911–70) and Pedagogisk tidskrift (1945–70), as well as dis-
sertations and student handbooks in educational research, together with state commissions on higher education, 1945–70.

17 Searches on the word socialgrupp* have made it possible to follow references to the division.
18 Andreas W. Daum, ‘Varieties of Popular Science and the Transformations of Public Knowledge: Some Historical

Reflections’, ISIS, 100, 2 (2009), 319–32.
19 Erik Bengtsson, ‘The Swedish Sonderweg in Question: Democratization and Inequality in Comparative Perspective,

c.1750–1920’, Past & Present, 244, 1 (2019), 144–61.
20 Pontus Fahlbeck, Stånd och klasser: En socialpolitisk öfverblick (Lund: Collin & Zickerman, 1892), 5.
21 Steven Wallech, ‘“Class Versus Rank”: The Transformation of Eighteenth-Century English Social Terms and Theories of

Production’, Journal of the History of Ideas, 47, 3 (1986), 409–31; Mary Poovey, ‘The Social Constitution of “Class”:
Toward a History of Classificatory Thinking’, in Wai Chee Dimock and Michael T. Gilmore, eds., Rethinking Class:
Literary Studies and Social Formation (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994).

22 See, for example, Ulrika Holgersson, Populärkulturen och klassamhället: Arbete, klass och genus i svensk dampress i början
av 1900-talet (Stockholm: Carlsson, 2005).

23 Emigrationsutredningen, Betänkande i utvandringsfrågan och därmed sammanhängande spörsmål. Jämlikt kungl. brefvet
den 30 januari 1907 afgifvet af Gustav Sundbärg (Stockholm: Nordiska bokh, 1913).
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For Fahlbeck, having been trained as a historian but becoming professor of history and political
science at the University of Lund in 1889 (switching again in 1902 to become a professor of political
science and statistics), society needed to be understood historically and sociologically. During the
1880s, he increasingly oriented himself towards political economy and statistics, influenced mainly
by the German historical school of economics, arguing for the introduction of import duties and
the protection of the national economy. In general, Fahlbeck was against the laissez-faire approach
of modern economics and what he saw as its dangerous individualistic tendencies. He propagated
for the state to intervene in society, alleviating the ills of industrialisation.24

Fahlbeck argued for understanding class as a new modern order of society, in dialogue with socialist,
communist and social democratic literature but presenting his own vision. What decided the stratifica-
tion throughout history – between slaves and masters, later the estates and now the classes – was, accord-
ing to his theory, culture. An elite group, free from the need to do manual labour, always upheld Western
culture. Whenever they stopped performing their function, a new order of society would overthrow the
old. The present-day elite consisted of the free professions, artists, scientists, civil servants, and the own-
ers and the captains of industry. In between the upper class and the working class was a middle class,
which both oversaw manual labour but themselves toiled, such as the large group of freehold farmers,
craftsmen and shopkeepers. Fahlbeck could also calm the readers with his analysis: the working class was
in no way ready to take over the task of upholding culture. For now, the upper class ruled. However, the
state should support the labour movement such as the unions in trying to raise workers’ material and
cultural standards, and even include them in the political sphere by expanding voting rights.25

The historian Sabine Hake has described the tendencies of German academics in the decades
around 1900 to label the workers as masses, that is, irrational and formless.26 Fahlbeck’s taxonomic
project was in a way the opposite. He wanted to make visible and count the workers, to bring
them into being part of the same order as the elites, all working to ensure the survival of culture
but at the same time differentiating people into a hierarchy. However, the statistics also had practical
functions. At a statistical conference in Paris in 1909, he concluded that class statistics were missing
within Western countries’ statistical bureaus. Their adoption could help states deal with commonly
faced problems such as socialism, emigration and social mobility, Fahlbeck argued.27

Bureaucratic, Political and Scientific Transformations of the Social Groups, 1911–1970
The type of statistical production Fahlbeck pushed for was to be instigated in 1911 in the context of the
first election with an expanded franchise for all men – except those receiving poverty aid or those who
were lagging behind with their tax payments – a reform enacted by a Conservative government. To
learn about the new electoral situation, the SCB was asked to classify voters.28 To do this they needed
a taxonomy, and in this meeting between Fahlbeck’s political-scientific vision and the bureaucratic
workings of the SCB the social group division was born. The social group statistics would later be
taken up by Swedish political scientists, like Herbert Tingsten in his international classic Political
Behavior: Studies in Election Statistics (1937),29 but here I want to understand how the division was

24 Benny Carlsson, ‘Sweden and the Historical School: Eight Scholars going to Germany, 1874–1908’, in José Luís Cardoso
and Michalis Psalidopoulos, eds., The German Historical School and European Economic Thought (Abingdon: Routledge,
2015). On the German historical school of economics in general, see Erik Grimmer-Solem, The Rise of Historical
Economics and Social Reform in Germany, 1864–1894 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003).

25 Fahlbeck, Stånd.
26 Sabine Hake, The Proletarian Dream: Socialism, Culture, and Emotion in Germany, 1863–1933 (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2017),

chapter 1.
27 Pontus Fahlbeck, ‘De sociala klasserna’, Statsvetenskaplig Tidskrift, 12, 5 (1909), 292.
28 Pontus Fahlbeck sat in the commission tasking SCB to classify the voters. See Statistiska kommitténs betänkande: Sveriges

officiella statistik och dess allmänna organisation (Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt & Söner, 1910), 432. Fahlbeck’s former stu-
dent Ludvig Widell was chief director of SCB from 1905 to 1926 and oversaw the introduction of the social group division.

29 Herbert Tingsten, Political Behavior: Studies in Election Statistics (London: P.S. King, 1937). See similarly Leif Lewin, Bo
Jansson and Dag Sörbom, The Swedish Electorate 1887–1968 (Stockholm: Political Science Association, 1972).
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created and how political parties used it. Overall, political parties are understudied as users of popu-
lation knowledge. Wim de Jong and Harm Kaal have investigated what they call a scientisation of the
political in twentieth century Netherlands. Specifically, they have pointed towards discussions on mass
psychology in the 1930s and the introduction of opinion polling in the post-war period.30 However, as
this Swedish case will show, the parties also found much use in the classed election statistics for under-
standing and acting on the voters.

The SCB described what they first called groups I, II, and III – in 1928 given the names socialgrup-
per – as synonyms for the upper class, middle class and working class. However, they gave little clue to
the reasoning behind their taxonomy, only stating that the division was not based on ‘technical’ or
‘economical’ principles but a ‘social’ assessment of people’s social standing, based on their occupa-
tion.31 The classifications map largely onto Fahlbeck’s taxonomy, except that the SCB puts lower
civil servants and office workers in the middle class, while Fahlbeck places them in the upper
class.32 The concept of the social (Det sociala) was discussed throughout the nineteenth century in
Sweden, marking a hybrid sphere between the private and the state as well as interconnecting
them. By the early twentieth century, the word social was widely used as a synonym for society.33

In 1912, the Social Democratic theorist and politician Rickard Sandler – serving briefly as prime
minister in the 1920s as well as the translator of Karl Marx’s Das Kapital into Swedish – hailed the
statistics as a scientific and political breakthrough. For him, it helped to see the social structure behind
the political parties – the material interests driving politics. ‘Every deeper study of the political battles
must build on the knowledge of the different classes.’ Sandler did, however, put together a new tax-
onomy, more fitting to a Social Democratic worldview, with two dominant class interests: the capital
class versus the ‘underclass’, but with a middle class in between these forces. The SCB’s taxonomy in
contrast merely reflected classes based on standards of living, according to Sandler, and therefore gave
a static view of society. That there only were two classes was a ‘quasi-Marxist’ simplification not found
in Marx, Sandler argued.34 Since the beginning of the SAP in the late 1880s, its party theorists had
debated the existence of a middle class; some said it was disappearing, while others wanted to revise
those ideas in light of a changing social reality where a middle stratum was solidifying and becoming a
permanent part of society.35 Here, with the SCB and Sandler’s statistics, the existence of the middle
class was open for everyone to see for themselves, expressed in statistical tables.

Sandler’s early deconstruction of the social group taxonomy proved in the longer run to be an
exception. From the 1920s onwards, the Social Democrats instead started using the SCB’s division
unchanged when discussing voters.36 Laboriously changing the statistics must have been too much
work; it was easier just to go with the numbers the SCB produced after each election. Similarly, the
Liberals’ Free-minded National Association (Frisinnade landsföreningen, founded 1902) and the
Conservatives’ General Electoral League (Allmänna valmansförbundet, founded 1904) saw value in

30 De Jong and Kaal, ‘Mapping’.
31 SCB, Riksdagsmannavalen åren 1908–1911 (Stockholm: Statistiska centralbyrån, 1912), 30–1.
32 The political scientist John Olsson is one of several that note the influence of Fahlbeck in the design of the social group

division. See his ‘Den politiska partifördelningen inom de olika sociala klasserna i Sverige’, Statsvetenskaplig tidskrift, 26, 2
(1923), 116.

33 Per Wisselgren, Samhällets kartläggare: Loréanska stiftelsen, den sociala frågan och samhällsvetenskapernas formering
1830–1920 (Eslöv: B. Östlings bokförlag Symposion, 2000), 30.

34 Rickard Sandler, ‘Valmanskåren: Reflexioner till valstatistiken’, Tiden, 1, 8 (1912). See also Petter Tistedt, ‘Valstatistik i
bruk: Socialdemokratin, väljarna och den osäkra demokratien 1912–1929’, Arkiv, 12 (2020).

35 Sten O Karlsson, Det intelligenta samhället: En omtolkning av socialdemokratins idéhistoria (Stockholm: Karlsson, 2001),
255–96.

36 See, for example, SAP, Arbetarpartiet kan segra! Vad valstatistiken lär (Stockholm: Tiden, 1924); SAP, Vilka voro våra
valskolkare 1928? (Stockholm: Tiden, 1932). H.L., ‘En betraktelse över siffror och kvinnor’, Morgonbris, 23, 6 (1928);
Alfred Vanner, ‘Det kommande valet’, Tiden, 21, 1 (1928); ‘Händelser och spörsmål: Det politiska intresset’, Tiden, 22,
8 (1929); Alfred Vanner, ‘Höstens val’, Tiden, 25, 6 (1932); Anders Nilsson, ‘Propaganda’, Tiden, 29, 2 (1936);
‘Händelser och spörsmål: Arbetarnas röstning’, Tiden, 29, 3 (1936); ‘Händelser och spörsmål: Valstatistiken’, Tiden, 31,
4–5 (1938).
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the taxonomy. This was at a time when nationwide political parties with the aim of mobilising voters
were established in Sweden.37 The Social Democrats, the Liberals and the Conservatives competed with
each other, taking turns in leading the government through unstable coalitions up until 1933, when
the Social Democratic Party entered into a partnership with the up-and-coming Farmers’ League
(Bondeförbundet). The social group division and the voter statistics gave the parties tools to make rep-
resentative claims on the population as well as knowledge on how to proceed with national and local
election campaigns, showing where voters from their imagined constituency lived and how many of
them had or had not voted in the last election. Statistics made it possible to survey society from
above and to map out differences in order to act on that knowledge.

Here a new logic becomes visible – a change from Fahlbeck’s emphasis on qualitative differences
between the classes. For the political parties, numbers mattered most. The classes and their propor-
tions of the population, statistically imagined and created with the social group division as a difference
technology, now signalled democratic legitimacy to rule. The Social Democrats repeatedly expressed
how social group III, the working class, constituted around 55 per cent of the voters according to
the SCB, that is, a majority. The only obstacle to power was getting the non-voters within the class
mobilised.38 Social group III reserves were presented as possessing an inherent interest. The identifi-
cation between the SCB’s voter categories and the parties’ representative claims was taken to its
extreme in the SAP’s election analysis of 1924. The party translated the three classes into the spheres
of interest of the parliamentary parties. The Conservatives had received hundreds of thousands of
votes ‘from the main social groups, whose interests they cannot be considered to represent’, hundreds
of thousands of lower-class votes were polled by other parties. The Liberals and the Farmers’ League,
identified with group II, were thought to have lost over 230,000 votes ‘to parties which in politics
represented other interests’.39 That is, the SAP received votes from people they should not have
been representing.

The Liberals were here outwardly more against linking voting to social belonging, instead framing
voting as an individual act that should be based on political convictions.40 However, internally they
urged party functionaries to seek out people from group II, the middle class, as their base. One
party official, for example, sent out a memo urging local party members to ‘focus on those professional
categories who, according to the statistics, show little participation in the 1911 elections and who
through their social status’ were inclined to vote for them, clarifying that these could ‘preferably be
found in the occupational categories listed under group II’.41 The Conservatives in turn at first dis-
cussed becoming a party for the middle class.42 But the party leadership soon became harsher in
its criticism of such ideas. Winning elections as a class party was an impossible equation because
the SAP possessed far more class reserves, they argued.43 An article in the membership magazine
Medborgaren in 1920 pointed out that organising the middle class was ‘just the same as saying to

37 Peter Esaiasson, Svenska valkampanjer 1866–1988 (Göteborg: Allmänna förlaget, 1990), 110–11; Tommy Möller, Svensk
politisk historia 1809–1975 (Lund: Studentlitteratur, 2005), 43–4.

38 Olivia Nordgren, Arbetarkvinnorna och höstens val (Stockholm: Tiden, 1928), 4; Per Albin Hansson, Demokrati: Tal och
uppsatser (Stockholm: Tiden, 1935), 69.

39 SAP, Socialdemokratiska partistyrelsens årsberättelse för år 1924 (Stockholm: Tiden, 1925), 19.
40 ‘Upptäckter’, De frisinnade, 4, 3–4 (1926). ‘De ideella och organisatoriska förutsättningarna för frisinnad politik. Föredrag

vid Jönköpingskursen’, De frisinnade, 3, 10–11 (1925); ‘Klassegoismen – klasspartiernas obotliga lyte’, De frisinnade, 4,
10–11 (1926); H.L., ‘Mellanpartierna, folket och framtiden’, De frisinnade, 8, 6 (1930); Hans Krister Rönblom,
Frisinnade landsföreningen 1902–1927: Skildringar ur den liberala organisationsrörelsens historia i vårt land
(Stockholm: Saxon & Lindström, 1929), 396–7.

41 Riksarkivet, Frisinnade landsföreningen, Utgående Handlingar 1902–1919, Arvid Grundel, ‘Till herrar
Valkretssekreterare’ 1914; B.N-m, ‘En nödvändighet’, De frisinnade, 5, 4 (1927), 5. See also ‘Landsbygdens småfolk och
valet’, De frisinnade, 4, 8 (1926).

42 Per Uno Bolinder, ‘Författningskampens innebörd och ett ord om medelklassens ställning: Ett idépolitiskt kåseri med
allvarliga afsikter’, Allmänna valmansförbundets månadsblad, 4, 3 (1918). See also ‘Den svenska medelklassen: Ett rop
på en medelklassens sociala och politiska samlingsrörelse’, Allmänna valmansförbundets månadsblad, 4, 4 (1918).

43 ‘Medelklassen’, Medborgaren, 2, 4 (1921).
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all workers: nowadays all political groupings are to be made according to class, so you, who are work-
ers, should join the SAP’. Since the working class was in absolute numerical preponderance, all would
be lost for the Conservatives. The party should instead ‘follow the old rule of divide and conquer’ and
‘win over ever larger numbers on the basis of bourgeois opinions’.44 The Conservatives challenged the
Social Democratic claim on social group III and argued that many of the workers in reality voted for
them.45 They used the statistics to show that they had voters from all the classes, making them a party
for the whole population. A Conservative politician and statistician calculated, for example, that their
voters consisted of 15 per cent upper class, 65 per cent middle class and 20 per cent working class,
which, according to him, gave ‘a pretty harmonious balance between different social classes’.46

Interestingly, the social group division also found new use within the political parties’ navigation of
the voters through Swedish Gallup (1941) and its embrace of the division as a difference technology to
structure social differences within Swedish opinions. From the 1940s onwards, political parties started
to probe the population about the effectiveness of their political campaigns and the popularity of sug-
gested reforms.47

In conclusion, during the interwar period the social group became an influential and dominant way
to map out and understand social differences among the voters. It was a technology for seeing society
from above. Class went here from fuzzy categories into precisely numbered ones – the parties suddenly
knew how many members of the different classes lived in each voter district. However, a shift from
Fahlbeck’s emphasis on qualitative differences between the classes was that in the representative pol-
itical sphere numbers mattered most. Within the expanding post-war welfare state that the SAP was
building, the focus would increasingly be on social group III as the targets of welfare reforms – a devel-
opment that the article will now turn to.

The Social Group Division within Higher Education

At the same time as opinion polls created and presented differences amongst opinions within the
population, the social group taxonomy became entangled in knowledge production, political debate
and policy making around higher education. Part of the welfare programmes for the Social
Democrats in power during the post-war period – alongside maintaining low unemployment and
high economic growth, redistributing resources through taxes and high public spending on housing
and healthcare – was reorganising public education in Sweden.48 The focus on education was some-
thing that had gained traction within the party in the mid-1940s. Importantly, schools were now seen
as key in fostering democratic and civic capabilities among the population. Nine-year comprehensive
schools were tried out in different school districts during the 1950s and enacted all over the country in
1962. Higher education was now also expanded for a greater number of students.49 These develop-
ments resemble what was happening in other European countries around the same time, where higher
education went from elite to mass institutions. In Sweden, similar to the United Kingdom, the debate

44 ‘Borgerliga klasspartier’, Medborgaren, 1, 3 (1920). See also ‘Författningsändringens innebörd och konsekvenser’,
Medborgaren, 2, 1 (1921); ‘Samhällsklassernas tillväxt och aftagande’, Medborgaren, 2, 5 (1921); ‘Yrkesgrupperna och
väljarekåren’, Medborgaren, 4, 2 (1923).

45 Lennart Kolmodin, ‘Valstatistikens vittnesbörd’, Medborgaren, 7, 3 (1926), 65.
46 Ivar Öman, ‘Högerpartiets sociala rekrytering: Några valstatistiska betraktelser’, Medborgaren, 10, 12 (1929). See also

‘Yrkesgrupperna och väljarekåren’, Medborgaren, 13, 2 (1923), 30; ‘‘Det priviligierade fåtalets parti’’, Medborgaren, 5, 2
(1924).

47 Sören Holmberg, ‘Politiska opinionsmätningar i Sverige’, in Anders Mellbourn, ed., Makten över opinionen (Stockholm:
Presam, 1986).

48 Jenny Andersson, Between Growth and Security: Swedish Social Democracy: From a Strong Society to a Third Way
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2006); Sven Hort, Social Policy, Welfare State, and Civil Society in Sweden,
Vol. 1: History, Policies, and Institutions 1884–1988 (Lund: Arkiv, 2014), 109–42.

49 Gunnar Richardson, Drömmen om en ny skola: Idéer och realiteter i svensk skolpolitik 1945–1950 (Stockholm: Liber/
Allmänna förlaget, 1983); Floran Waldow, Utbildningspolitik, ekonomi och internationella utbildningstrender i Sverige
1930–2000 (Stockholm: Stockholms universitets förlag, 2008).
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was couched in reference to addressing class inequalities.50 In order to envision and argue for these
educational reforms in Sweden, knowledge production was needed, and here the social group division
came to play an important part as a difference technology.

The Institute for Racial Biology (Rasbiologiska institutet, 1922–58) had already used the social
group taxonomy in the years around 1930 to divide Swedish students in order to study racial degen-
eration at universities. The small increase in students with a working-class background that was
noticeable since the turn of the century meant, for these population experts, a deterioration of higher
education.51 Soon, similar numbers would come to mean quite different things. Overall, up to the end
of the 1940s, there were only a couple of thousand students at any time, as only a small portion of the
population was seen as having the intellectual qualifications to study.52

Starting from the mid-1940s, a few young social scientists and politicians would challenge this
doxa. The psychology student Torsten Husén (1916–2009) had begun working for the Swedish
Army in 1942 to help set up intelligence tests for the draftees, mainly to sift out ‘imbeciles’ and fast-
track those with high test scores for officer training. A side effect of this endeavour was the creation
of a large database covering the new generation of young men each year. Husén here saw his chance
to compare intelligence test scores, school grades, social backgrounds and current life paths. His
conclusion in 1946 was that many of those not in higher education had the same IQ as the student
population, so there was room for expansion.53 Around the same time (1947), the social scientist
Gunnar Boalt (1910–2000) was writing a dissertation following a generation of schoolchildren in
Stockholm. By grouping them through the social group taxonomy, he could show the ‘social handi-
cap’ of those in social group III at every new level. Not only did they get lower grades – something
Boalt theorised as an effect of their upbringing and not genetics – but a far higher percentage within
social group III left school than pupils from the other social groups, even when they had similar
grades.54 These results came to inform a state commission, led by the political scientist and
Social Democratic politician Ragnar Edenman (1914–98), in its statistical mapping of all students
at Swedish universities. The commission showed that only around 5 per cent of the students
came from social group III – a number that would be circulated in public debate in the following
years. Edenman launched the soon popular concept of a ‘pool of talent’ (Begåvningsreserv) to put
focus on this societal waste. Here talent was centred as the most important ‘natural resource’ for
a country and education as the main means for economic and social progress, in need of
modernisation.55

In public discourse, the social group statistics were seen as illuminating the profoundly unjust nature
of higher education, which had a pressing need to be ‘democratised’.56 ‘The numbers are grotesque’, one
of the members of Edenman’s commission wrote in the Social Democratic debate forum Tiden57 – a

50 Adrian Wooldridge, Measuring the Mind: Education and Psychology in England, c. 1860–c. 1990 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1994), 270–81.

51 ‘I överklassen tar varannan son studenten. I arbetarklassen är det bara var 150:e’, Dagens Nyheter, 8 Nov. 1933.
52 Gunnar Richardsson, Svensk skolpolitik 1940–1945: Idéer och realiteter i pedagogisk debatt och politiskt handlande

(Stockholm: Liber Förlag, 1978).
53 Torsten Husén, ‘Intelligenskrav på olika skolutbildningsstadier: Några resultat från grupptestningar av en årsklass

värnpliktiga’, Skola och Samhälle, 27 (1946), 2–5.
54 Gunnar Boalt, Skolutbildning och skolresultat för barn ur olika samhällsgrupper i Stockholm (Stockholm: Nordstedt, 1947).
55 SOU 1948:42, Betänkande och förslag angående studentsociala stödåtgärder (Stockholm: Katalog och tidskriftstryck, 1948),

14–16. ‘Sverige kan producera ytterligare 8.000 studenter pr år’, Aftonbladet, 17 :ar. 1948. For a discussion of the concept
‘pool of talent’ in Swedish history, see Hanna Markusson Winkvist, ‘Perspektiv på begåvningsreserven’, Lychnos (2014).

56 Allan Fagerström, ‘De odemokratiska akademierna’, Aftonbladet, 20 Mar. 1948. See also ‘De rikas universitet’,
Arbetartidningen, 22 Oct. 1948; ‘Var 4:e student … Begåvningsreserven ur lägsta socialgruppen bör släppas fram till uni-
versitetsbildning’, Dagens Nyheter, 6 Nov. 1948; ‘Vår begåvningsreserv måste utnyttjas för högre studier’, Svenska
Dagbladet, 6 Nov. 1948.

57 Nils Norman, ‘Demokratiseringen av de akademiska yrkena’, Tiden, 39, 9 (1947), 546. See also Per Eckerberg,
‘Utbildningens demokratisering’, Tiden, 40, 10 (1948); Ingrid Hammarström, ‘I stället för Långtidsprogram: Kring stu-
dentsociala utredningen’, Libertas, 9, 1 (1949).
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sentiment also mirrored by the Liberals.58 The Prime Minister Tage Erlander brought up the statistics at
the party conference that same year as proof of the need for reforms.59 For the SAP, who governed dur-
ing all of the post-war period up to 1976, broadening higher education now came to lie at the heart of the
new welfare society that they were engineering.

Before delving into this process, I want to bring to light how contentious the social group taxonomy
really was in these early post-war years. By the late 1940s, the SCB in their voter statistics actually dis-
carded it, arguing internally that the socioeconomic differences between the occupational groups
within the classifications were so big that it did not make any sense to keep using it. They started
searching for a replacement, and with it, an ‘incontestable definition of a group’ – a quest not fulfilled
until 1982, when a new taxonomy was put in place.60 In the interregnum, the social group division
continued to thrive as a difference technology even though the state administration had phased it
out, since no other contender was around to take its place. In the social sciences – the newly founded
subject sociology (1947), and the expanding psychology and pedagogy departments – the social group
division was picked up as a standard for mapping and studying social difference in attitudes, behaviour
and life patterns among the population. In the turn to statistical analysis as a scientific ideal, the tax-
onomy was an excellent fit.61

However, others within academia took up sometimes quite public critiques against it. One political
scientist commented on the vicious circle social research was trapped in, where the social group div-
ision was kept in use because of a lack of alternatives, and by being used it became even more valuable.
He stated that it lacked a theoretical foundation and was arbitrarily put together in a jumble of differ-
ent variables, such as social status, income and education level.62 Similarly, Torsten Husén argued that
social science needed to operate with pure variables such as income or educational background, to
understand specific correlations between phenomena. According to him, it was a mistake to see society
as moving under one common status hierarchy. Instead, groups valued different things: pupils good
grades, for example, businesspeople their income and so on.63 This plurality of orders was, however,
never investigated, most likely because of the complexity of the task. Even Husén talked about the
social groups as real and existing entities, for example in his inaugural professorial lecture in 1953.64

Social scientists were rarely explicit in explaining why they had chosen the division; many probably
saw the convenience of a well-tried taxonomy, in which all existing occupations had already been
sorted into their classifications. Using it also offered many possibilities to compare results with
other studies. It gave an overview of the social structure and, with it, different phenomena such as
crime, urban planning and urban life, religious attendance and health could easily be mapped and

58 Lars Grafström, ‘Staten, akademikerna och friheten’, Liberal Debatt, 1, 1 (1948).
59 SAP, Protokoll, Sveriges socialdemokratiska arbetarpartis 18:e kongress i sth. 1948, 9–14 maj (Stockholm: Partiet, 1948),

97–9.
60 Report, Riksarkivet, Statistiska Centralbyrån, Valstatistikens ämbetsarkiv 1872–1957, Handlingar ordnade efter ämne:

Instruktioner, koder, PM. MM, ‘P.M. angående den i de valstatistiska berättelserna använda fördelningen på yrkes-
och socialgrupper.’

61 See, for example, Georg Karlsson, Adaptability and Communication in Marriage: A Swedish Predictive Study of Marital
Satisfaction (Uppsala: Uppsala Universitet, 1951); Edmund Dahlström, Trivsel i Söderort: Sociologisk undersökning i
Hägerstensåsen och Hökmossen 1949–1950 (Stockholm: Esselte Aktiebolag, 1951), 61; Gunnar Boalt, ‘Status’, in
Sociologi (Stockholm: Forum, 1951); Berndt Gustafsson, ‘Det religiösa livet’, in Edmund Dahlström, ed., Svensk
samhällsstruktur i sociologisk belysning (Stockholm: Svenska bokförlaget, 1959); Gunnar Boalt, Socialt beteende:
Handbok i sociologi (Stockholm: Natur och kultur, 1961); Gunnar Boalt and Torsten Husén, Skolans psykologi
(Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1964). On the turn to statistical analysis in Swedish social science, see Anna Larsson
and Sanja Magdalenić, Sociology in Sweden: A History (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015).

62 Jörgen Westerståhl, ‘Begreppet samhällsklass’, Statsvetenskaplig Tidskrift, 55, 4 (1952), 306.
63 Torsten Husén, Begåvning och miljö: Studier i begåvningsutvecklingens och begåvningsurvalets psykologisk-pedagogiska och

sociala problem (Stockholm: Geber, 1948), 36–8. See also Edmund Dahlström, ‘Synpunkter på termen “samhällsklass”’,
Ekonomisk tidskrift, 54, 2 (1952), 73–86.

64 Torsten Husén, ‘Installationsföreläsning Stockholms högskola: Rekrytering och intagning av elever till högre läroanstalter
Torsten Husén 18 oktober 1953’, in Torsten Husén, ed., Vad har hänt med skolan? Perspektiv på skolreformerna
(Stockholm: Verbum Gothia, 1987).
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studied. Gunnar Boalt took to its defence in the first handbook for sociology students, naming pre-
cisely those pragmatic reasons mentioned above for continuing to use the taxonomy. If it incorrectly
represented the social structure, he argued, it would show in the statistical outcomes of the different
studies.65

The social group division remained a difference technology for imagining and intervening in edu-
cation up until the 1970s. It showed up in all the major state commissions on the subject, for
example.66 In national education budgets, the cost of the state’s stipends to those in need was calcu-
lated based on the social group composition of the student population, since it was mostly social group
III students that were eligible. However, this was constantly in need of readjustment because of the
increased presence of social group III – what was named an ongoing ‘social group alteration’
(Socialgruppsförskjutning) – at the universities.67 ‘We are moving away from the distorted distribution
of students in different social groups’, said Ragnar Edenman as the new Minister of Education in 1958,
proudly announcing that social group III now made up 17 per cent of the students.68

Educational democratisation came to mean equal participation between the social groups. We see
here how the division became a welfare technology for measuring and evaluating progress within the
sector, which came in handy in political debate and policy making. For the Social Democrats in power,
the social group division remained valuable because social group III was easily translatable to their
main political constituency, the working class, as we also saw in the section on their discussions
about the voters. ‘The social groups have been forsaken by the Central Bureau of Statistics but not
by me . . . It is difficult to describe the problems that different social backgrounds encounter without
using the social group terms.’ Minister of Education Ingvar Carlsson’s statement in 1970 illuminates
how dependent the political and bureaucratic language around education was on the social group tax-
onomy at this point.69

Not all were happy about the political project the social group statistics helped to constitute. Liberal
and conservative editorials denounced the taxonomy as a ploy by the Social Democrats to keep Swedes
thinking and voting according to their class belonging and not their beliefs. In addition, they argued
that it was outdated and did not reflect the current differentiated society.70 In 1950, a big debate broke
out, mainly in the conservative press, decrying the plight and crisis of ‘the middle class’. In part, this
seemed to be a reaction to the discussions around the pool of talent. Their message was that the aca-
demics, in large part framed by the Social Democrats and the social group division as part of the elite,
belonged in reality to the middle class. In the welfare society, being seen as upper class was not always
advantageous. According to some Conservatives, it meant less help from the state and society in
general.71

65 Boalt, ‘Status’, 33. See also Gösta Carlsson, ‘Samhällsklasser och social rörighet’, in Edmund Dahlström, ed., Svensk
samhällsstruktur i sociologisk belysning (Stockholm: Svenska bokförlaget, 1959), 372.

66 SOU 1958:11, Reserverna för högre utbildning: Beräkningar och metoddiskussion (Stockholm: Esselte Aktiebolag, 1958);
SOU 1960:42, Social- och personlighetspsykologiska faktorer i relation till skolans differentiering (Stockholm: Esselte
Aktiebolag, 1958); SOU 1963:15, Vägen genom gymnasiet: Elevernas syn på valsituationer och studieformer (Stockholm:
Ecklesiastikdepartementet, 1963); SOU 1971:61, Val av utbildning och yrke (Stockholm: Allmänna Förlaget, 1971).

67 Proposition 1960/89, 13, 38.
68 ‘Ny översikt görs av studenternas problem’, Expressen, 19 May 1958. The statistics kept being discussed at the congresses

of the Social Democrats. SAP, Protokoll: Sveriges socialdemokratiska arbetarepartis 20:e kongress i Stockholm 1956
(Stockholm: Partiet, 1956), 285–306; SAP, Socialdemokratiska arbetarepartiets 21:a kongress 1960: Protokoll
(Stockholm: Partiet, 1961), 369.

69 Anna Lena Wik-Thorsell, ‘Kuratorer fick undvikande svar från Ingvar Carlsson om de skoltrötta eleverna’, Svenska
Dagbladet, 7 Nov. 1970.

70 ‘Förlegade klassbegrepp’, Expressen, 31 July 1947; ‘Klassolikheter och klasskänsla’, Dagens Nyheter, 1 Mar. 1949;
‘Medelklassen’, Aftonbladet, 9 May 1950; ‘Utgångspunkter för nästa val’, Dagens Nyheter, 18 Nov. 1949;
‘Medelklassens frammarsch’, Svenska Dagbladet, 28 Feb. 1950; ‘Jämlikhetens gränser’, Dagens Nyheter, 25 Mar. 1953.

71 ‘Spårvägskontrollör har 40000 kr:s läkares lön’, Svenska Dagbladet, 17 Jan. 1950. The debate articles are collected in
Rättvisa åt medelklassen (Stockholm: Seelig, 1950). On this debate, see Orsi Husz, ‘Att räkna värdighet: Privatekonomi
och medelklasskultur vid mitten av 1900-talet’, Scandia, 79, 1 (2013), 87–121.
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For some Social Democrats, on the other hand, the focus on higher education sat uneasily with
their vision of society. They wanted a re-evaluation of occupations – those working with their
hands should not be valued less than those in other professions were.72 Some warned of a scenario
where all with academic potential continued on to higher education, creating a new ‘class society
based on the selection of talent’.73 A prevalent way of addressing this issue was to distinguish between
theoretical and practical talent as two separate entities that should be valued the same among Swedish
children.74 However, the fear lingered on: ‘massive reserves of intelligence from the working class is
pumped up into higher strata of society and reinforces these’, with the result that ‘social group III
is depleted of intelligence’, a Social Democratic politician and education expert wrote in the
1950s.75 With the translation of Michael Young’s satirical novel The Rise of the Meritocracy (1958),
the debate continued throughout the 1960s and 1970s.76 Clearly people felt, despite official emphasis
on valuing those not in higher education the same, that higher education was the better option, sup-
ported by the fact that the university educated were placed at the top of society according to the social
group division while workers were down at the bottom.

There is not a single point in time to mark the end of the social group division. From the 1970s
onwards it was phased out. The Central Bureau of Statistics came up with a new, ‘official’ taxonomy
in 1982: ‘the socioeconomic division’, which aggregated up to six classes, is still in use in Sweden today.
This can be seen as attempting to capture societal developments of a larger service and public sector. It
divides white-collar occupations into three separate classifications, for example.77 Another influential
division today is through education, seeing uneducated and educated people as social communities, in
line with societal self-images of being a knowledge society.78

Conclusion

The article contributes to the literature on scientisation of the social, the history of the social sciences
as well as the history of social engineering by following a social division between different actors and
contexts, something that has previously not been done. The social group taxonomy in Sweden was a
part of quite diverse political and social visions. By studying it, I have tried to show the productiveness
of social division during the twentieth century in creating imagined social differences. It was not just a
mirror of an unequal society but contributed to creating visions of a shared Swedish social structure. I
introduce the term ‘difference technologies’ to understand what these taxonomies do and what they
engender when put to use in knowledge production. Actors, by sifting empirical data through social
group classifications, repeatedly reproduced these classifications, although always with new distribu-
tions of numbers such as voting patterns after an election. In this way, the division always generated
the social differently.

Using Lutz Raphael’s perspective, this can be understood as a scientisation of how the social struc-
ture was perceived, by turning fuzzy conceptual class boundaries into exact classification, encompass-
ing and enumerating the population. These classifications, after having been created, became real in
the sense that people and institutions thought and acted through them. We can understand this as

72 See, for exemple, Ernst Wigforss, ‘Socialismen – dogm eller arbetshypotes?’, in Niklas Nåsander, ed., Kan dödläget brytas
(Stockholm: Karneval, 2013); Gunnar Hirdman, Kulturell demokrati (Stockholm: ABF:s Centralbyrå, 1938); Conrad
Jonsson, ‘Utbildningsmöjligheternas demokratisering’, in Skolan och folket: Anförande och diskussioner vid Sveriges social-
demokratiska ungdomsförbunds konferens i Stockholm den 26 och 27 sept. 1941 om skola och folk (Stockholm: Frihets
Förlag, 1941), 118–9.

73 Alva Myrdal, ‘Den inre skolreformens strategiska betydelse’, Tiden, 38, 4 (1946), 208.
74 Richardson, Drömmen om en ny skola, 189–91, 384, 416.
75 Stellan Arvidson, ‘Skolreformen som socialreform’, Tiden, 48, 2 (1956), 93.
76 Joakim Landahl och Daniel Lövheim, ‘Varning för meritokratin: Den svenska receptionen av ett begrepp under “det långa

68”’, in Anders Burman and Joakim Landahl, eds., 1968 och pedagogiken (Huddinge: Södertörns högskola, 2020).
77 SCB, ‘Socioekonomisk indelning (SEI)’, Meddelanden i samordningsfrågor, 4 (1982).
78 On discourses about the knowledge society, see in particular D. W. Livingstone and David Guile, eds., The Knowledge

Economy and Lifelong Learning: A Critical Reader (Rotterdam: Sense Publishers, 2012).
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the reality effects of division, connecting people in new constellations and creating novel ways of seeing
and being in the world.

I want to emphasise how the social group taxonomy was never one thing, expressing one idea about
society. As a difference technology, it shifted its meaning and its effects by its use by different actors.
This article investigated its career from pre-democratic and conservative hierarchy-making practices to
being fused into the post-war Social Democratic welfare society. The historian and political scientist
Pontus Fahlbeck, in his taxonomic advances, wanted to make social hierarchies evident and natural,
and with this, stop socialists overthrowing the societal order. The SCB reworked it in their election
statistics from 1911 onwards, putting it to use in their mission to enumerate society for the benefit
of administration and the citizens. The political parties then took its statistics to heart for their
own political ends. In this context, the upper class became the smallest group. Here, quantity
meant the right to rule. The SAP claimed that the majority of social group III members among the
voters would lead to their inevitable ascent to power, the Liberals sought to win over middle-class
voters while stating outwardly that voting was an individual act, while the Conservatives underlined
the mix from different classes that voted for them, making it in their eyes a people’s party. Lastly,
the taxonomy moved to become part of welfare reforms in the post-war period through state commis-
sions and the social sciences, who used it for mapping, engineering and democratising higher educa-
tion. The division became in effect a welfare technology. This was not a smooth process, however. One
of this article’s findings is the scientific and political conflicts arising out of technologies for scientising
society.

One can point to several factors behind the taxonomy’s longevity. It was a powerful template, stan-
dardising population knowledge for different types of actors as well as quantifying languages of class
into exact and precise concepts, reinforcing them not just as a part of political discourse but making
them legible for action. There is an aspect of path dependency at work here. For many actors, the fact
that it was already established was a major reason for sticking with it, as they could therefore compare
their results to other studies. Another key feature of the division was how it reduced the complexity of
society down to three classifications. The simplicity made it easy for different publics to understand
the produced knowledge. The social group taxonomy was translatable – different actors interpreted
it to their specific goals. The SAP, for example, could convert the classification social group III to
the class it had a representative claim on – i.e. its main political subject – the workers. Knowledge
from the social sciences and bureaucracy through the social group division could then be used in elec-
tion campaigns and policy making.

Historians have noted how important class taxonomies within official statistics have been, in
Britain, Norway and France for example, in how actors created knowledge and talked about society.
More in depth studies and comparisons of how this took specific national forms, with different effects,
remains to be done. I argue that these kinds of social divisions provide promising entry points to
grasping ways of thinking and moulding societies in the twentieth century. Moreover, they alert us
to similar classificatory operations today, such as dividing the populations into the educated and
the uneducated, which frame how we understand and discuss the social.
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